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Abstract

Pedestrian arrival processes happen continuously, for instance at train-stations,
schools or offices. In some sense, each situation with moving pedestrians involves
an arrival process. The study of real-life arrival processes contains a large degree
of variability due to the unique behavior of each pedestrian. Therefore, predict-
ing an arrival process requires a quantitatively accurate stochastic model.

We have considered the state of the art approach of arrival processes, there-
fore, we considered arrival processes to be Poisson processes. In this thesis, we
improve this assumption of arrival processes under real-life conditions, by es-
tablishing a model based on multi-scale distribution of interarrival-times. The
model is a quantitative accurate stochastic model describing the pedestrian ar-
rival processes. The model is unique as it distinguishes groups of arrivals from
individual arrivals. In order to validate the model, a comparison is performed
between the modeled arrivals and the measured arrivals at a real-life entrance
situation. This comparison took place at the entrance of the Naturalis mu-
seum in Leiden. The comparison resulted in a significant agreement between
the modeled and measured arrivals.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In time the population is growing. More and more people walk this earth,
while the livable surface area does not grow. Cities are growing and pedestrian
areas are showing a disproportionate increase in population density. Due to the
dense areas, many crowd dynamic challenges arise. One of these challenges is
predicting the arrival instances of visitors. Within this thesis an in-depth study
of pedestrian arrival processes is performed under real-life conditions.

An arrival process consists of multiple events happening in time. These events
are considered as arrivals. The time between two successive arrivals is defined
as the interarrival-time. Therefore, an arrival process can be described with a
series of interarrival-times. In order to model an arrival process, the probabil-
ity distribution of occurring interarrival-times is required, as this probability
distribution defines the distribution of arrivals in time. This thesis focuses on
pedestrian arrival processes, representing arrival processes considering pedestri-
ans entering a physical area.

When the interarrival-times of pedestrians are accurately modeled, the pos-
sibility arises to predict future arrivals. Predicting future arrivals may result
in an improved understanding of future crowd movements, as each pedestrian
of a crowd may contribute to an arrival process. A practical application of
modeling arrival processes to improve the crowd dynamcis dynamics of a crowd
simulation, at, for instance, railway stations or airports.

Within this thesis the arrivals of pedestrians at the entrance of the Naturalis
museum in Leiden [1] were analyzed and modeled to predict future arrivals. The
instances when pedestrians entered or leaved were accurately determined by
their trajectories. The trajectories were determined by state-of-the-art depth-
sensors tracking the pedestrians. Measuring the instances of the arrivals are
performed under real-life conditions, as the pedestrians were barely influenced
by the experiment.

The measured interarrival-times of successive visitors indicated an arrival
process being a multi-scale process. A multi-scale process distinguishes mul-
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tiple scales, for instance, of short and long interarrival-times. To model the
measured interarrival-times, this multi-scale process is approached by a 2-scale
Poisson process, distinguishing the two scales: the long scale of interarrival-
times between the instances when groups arrive, and, the short scale of the
interarrival-times between the instances when individual visitors arrive.

Before approaching the arrivals at the museum as a 2-scale Poisson, first, a
qualitative accurate 2-scale Poisson model is established. The model is used to
determine the behavior and limitations of the 2-scale Poisson process.

Subsequently, the 2-scale Poisson model is compared with the measured
arrivals at the museum. The main goal of this thesis is to quantify to which
extent the measured arrivals are 2-scale Poisson distributed.

The thesis is mapped as following: starting with Chapter 1, forming the in-
troduction including the state-of-the-art, Poisson theory and the formulation
of the research questions. Chapter 2 describes the experimental setup and an
overview of the measured arrival instances. Chapter 3 introduces the 2-scale
Poisson model. Chapter 4 compares the 2-scale Poisson process with the mea-
sured interarrival-times at the museum. Chapter 5 describes an alternative
method based on earthquakes to explain the offsets between the model and the
measured arrivals. Lastly, Chapter 6 describes the conclusion and discussion of
this thesis.

1.1 State-of-the-art

Due to the increasing population, the research topic of crowd dynamics is gaining
more interest. Crowd dynamics studies the behavior in movements of pedes-
trians. The main goal of a crowd dynamic study is to predict future crowd
movements and crowd densities, but also evacuation dynamics [2].

The study of real-life pedestrian arrivals has a major lack of experimental veri-
fication. The lack of verification is caused by three reasons. Firstly, pedestrian
arrival processes result in a large degree of variability. The large degree of
variability arises as each situation of pedestrian arrival differs. For example,
the situation may depend on the location, date, time or external forces. Sec-
ondly, the difficulty of accurately measuring trajectories of pedestrians or objects
[3]. Thirdly, the difficulty of measuring trajectories leads often to laboratory
controlled experiments [4]. During a laboratory experiment multiple control
parameters are fixed, resulting in less agreement with real-life experiments.

The technology of detecting dense pedestrian trajectories is improving [1].
Therefore, it was possible to accurately measure the trajectories of the visitors
at the Naturalis Museum in Leiden [1, 3]. From the measured trajectories the
timestamps of all pedestrian arrivals were determined, resulting in a quantita-
tively accurate pedestrian arrival process, which is central to this thesis.

To understand the distribution of arrival instances in time, a statistical prob-
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ability distribution is used, for example the Poisson distribution. Considering
the state-of-the-art, the arrival processes are approached as a Poisson process
[5]. In this thesis, we improve this assumption of arrival processes under real-life
conditions, by using a 2-scale Poisson model.

A comparable state-of-the-art 2-scale model is based on describing earth-
quakes. An earthquake is correlated by a main shock and multiple aftershocks.
The interarrival-times between main shocks represent the large scale of the
earthquake-like model, while the interarrival-times of the aftershocks represent
the smaller scale of the earthquake-like model, together, resulting in a 2-scale
model [6]. An important difference of the earthquake-like model compared to
the 2-scale Poisson model, is that the earthquake-like model considers a corre-
lation between the 2-scales, which is in contradiction with the 2-scale Poisson
model.

1.2 Poisson counting process

In Chapter 2 the arrival instances of the entering visitors is related with a 2-
scale Poisson model, which is further modeled in Chapter 3. The 2-scale Poisson
model is based on the Poisson distribution. Within this section, first the Poisson
distribution is discussed and subsequently the Poisson distribution is related to
the exponential distribution.
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Figure 1.1: (a) PMF of Poisson distribution from Equation 1.1 for multiple
average counts µ in τ . (b) PDF of exponential distribution from
Equation 1.2 for multiple rates λ.

Consider counting the number of occurrences, N , of an event in a given unit of
time τ . This could for example be the number of truck accidents per day [7],
or the amount of volcano eruptions in a year [8], or, as later used within this
thesis, the distribution of earthquakes [6].

Events are Poisson distributed in time when the counting process is in ac-
cordance with two requirements: firstly, all events are occurring independently.
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Therefore, knowing when one event occurs gives no information about when a
successive event will occur. Secondly,the probability of events occurring in an
interval τ is fixed in time. Therefore, the rate λ of average counts is also fixed
in time [9]. The rate λ is equal to 1/〈T 〉, with 〈T 〉 the average interarrival-time.

Consider the variable N counting all events in τ , with the events Poisson
distributed. The Probability Mass Function (PMF) of obtaining x = 0, 1, 2, . . .
events within an interval τ is equal to

P (N = x) =
µxe−µ

x!
, (1.1)

with µ the average count of events in τ , therefore µ = λτ . The Poisson PMF is
shown in Figure 1.1a.

Poisson distributed events result in exponentially distributed interarrival-times
T [10]. The probability P (TA) of observing an interarrival-time TA is described
by the Probability Density Function (PDF)

P (TA) = λe−λTA . (1.2)

In Figure 1.1b the PDF is plotted for multiple values of λ.

1.3 Research questions

Within this section the two main research questions, driving this thesis, are
described.

Consider the measured interarrival-times between successive entering arrivals
at the museum. The interarrival-times showed a combination of two nested
exponential decays, therefore, referring to two nested Poisson distributions, as
further described in Chapter 3. The two nested Poisson distributions are re-
ferred as the 2-scale Poisson process. The challenge of modeling the measured
interarrival-times with a 2-scale Poisson process results in the first research
question:

Q1: Can an arrival process built by two nested Poisson distributions
properly model the measured arrival process?

To answer the first research question, the 2-scale Poisson process needs to be
accurately modeled. Therefore, the 2-scale Poisson model is built, resulting
in a timeline of arrivals which are 2-scale Poisson distributed. The modeled
timeline of arrivals depends on multiple initial conditions. From the resulting
timeline these initial conditions are redetermined and compared with the ac-
tual initial conditions. When the initial conditions of the model are correctly
redetermined, then also the initial conditions of the measured arrivals can be
determined. While also, correctly redetermining the initial conditions of the
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model gives valuable insights in understanding the dynamics of the 2-scale Pois-
son model. Therefore, determining the initial conditions of the 2-scale Poisson
model motivates the first research sub-question:

Q1A: What methods are required to accurately estimate the initial con-
ditions of the 2-scale Poisson model?

Next, the first scale of the 2-scale Poisson model is validated by estimating the
count of clusters within an interval. The 2-scale Poisson model is validated only
for specific initial conditions, resulting in the second research sub-question:

Q1B: To what extent is the first Poisson scale validated by estimating the
count of clusters?

After gaining understanding of the 2-scale Poisson model, the 2-scale Poisson
model is compared to the measured arrivals of the visitors entering the museum,
therefore, answering the first research question. The comparison of the measured
arrivals with the modeled arrivals resulted in a partially overlap of interarrival-
times, therefore, resulting in the fourth and final research question:

Q2: Is there an alternative model which overlaps better with the measured
arrivals, compared to the 2-scale Poisson?

To answer this final question the an alternative 2-scale model is used, this alter-
native model is based on the distribution of earthquakes in time, which is also
2-scale distributed.
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Chapter 2

Measurements of real-life
arrival process

Chapter abstract

Within this chapter a study is performed in analyzing the instances of
time when visitors enter or leave a museum. These instances were de-
termined by measuring the trajectories of visitors. The arrival study is
performed under ‘real-life’ conditions, as the visitors were barely influ-
enced by the experiment. Explaining why a single visitor enters at an
instance depends on many unknown variables, therefore causing a large
degree of variability. However, there are significant observations hidden
within these measured instances of entering or leaving.

This chapter provides an description of the acquired data from the measure-
ments at the museum. First, the entrance hall of the museum is described in
Section 2.1. Secondly, the trajectories were measured as described in Section
2.2. Thirdly, the measured trajectories are converted into a timeline of crossings
as described in Section 2.3, with a crossing being the instance a visitor enters or
leaves, which is referred as an entering or leaving arrival. Finally, the measured
timeline of arrivals is investigated in Section 2.4.

2.1 Measurement environment

In this thesis the instances of entering and leaving visitors are investigated at
the entrance hall of the Naturalis Biodiversity Center museum. The entrance
hall could be accessed from outside by passing through the main door. Inside
the entrance a visitor would directly encounter a glass door. After the glass
door a visitor had multiple options: to go to the desk inside the entrance, or
to enter the museum, restaurant (and other rooms) or storage area (only for
employees). The entrance hall is visualized in Figure 2.1.
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Photo of the entrance situation of the Pesthuis at the Natu-
ralis Biodiversity Center in Leiden, including a Depth-based track-
ing system composed of two overhead depth sensors (Microsoft
Kinect R©) [3]. The blue and red area represent the view-angles of
the depth sensors. (b) Portrait of trajectories acquired [1]. Grey-
scaled (ranging from white to black) lines represent 2000 trajec-
tories. The blue line represents the glass door inside the entrance.
The blue line works as a crossing threshold: when a visitor crosses
line it is counted as an entering or leaving arrival (depending on
the direction of the visitor).

Each time a visitor crosses the glass door it is detected as an entering or
leaving visitor. How the visitors are detected is described in the next sections.

2.2 Measuring trajectories

When a visitor crosses the glass door of Figure 2.1b it is recognized as an entering
or leaving visitor. In order to detect the crossings of the glass door, it is required
to determine the trajectories of the visitors.

The trajectories were measured by combining height-maps of two depth sen-
sors. The depth sensors (Microsoft Kinect R©) were placed overhead and were
facing downwards to avoid mutual visitor occlusions in the captured signals, as
shown in Figure 2.1a. The depth sensors established a 3 dimensional height
map of the visitors as shown in Figure 2.2.

An algorithm was used to convert the height-map into trajectories. The used
algorithm is capable of dynamic pedestrian measurements at high-density local-
ization. Both machine learning and Height Augmented-Histogram of Oriented
Gradients (HA-HOG) features are used within this algorithm [3]. The first 2000
measured trajectories are shown in Figure 2.1b.
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Figure 2.2: Height image of a leaving group of visitors in front of the glass
door (black line). The depth field is colorized such that points of
lower depth, i.e. closer to the sensor and higher above the ground,
are in a darker shade. The visitors positions (black crosses) are
determined with the HA-HOG method. [3]

2.3 Determine crossing instances

The instance when a visitor enters or leaves is referred as an entering or leaving
arrival. The timestamp of an arrival was determined by analyzing the trajecto-
ries of Figure 2.1b. Whether a visitor is considered an arrival, was based on two
thresholds. As a first threshold, the trajectory needed to cross the blue line of
Figure 2.1b in the direction towards or opposite to the museum to respectively
enter or leave. As a second threshold, the trajectory needed a minimum length
of 30 cm. This second threshold was used to eliminate false trajectories.

At the instance the blue line was crossed the information of date, time and
direction (entering or leaving) of the visitor was saved. Separate datasets were
built for both entering and leaving visitors. Each dataset contains a one dimen-
sional timeline t including all arrivals i at times tA,i, with an interarrival-time
equal to TA,i = tA,i − tA,i−1.

The main goal of this thesis is to model the measured interarrival-times. In
the next section the measured arrivals are analyzed. Based on this analysis a
2-scale model is established as described in Chapter 3.

2.4 Arrivals study

This section provides an analysis of the determined arrival instances of visitors,
resulting in multiple significant observations within the arrival instances.

First, the number of arrivals per day is studied in Subsection 2.4.1, re-
sulting in a fluctuating amount of visitors per day. Secondly, the amount of
arrivals throughout a day is studied in Subsection 2.4.2, resulting in an inhomo-
geneous average arrival rate throughout a day. Thirdly, the interarrival-times
are analyzed in Subsection 2.4.3, resulting in a double exponentially distributed
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probability of interarrival-times. Lastly, the arrivals are divided into clusters
as described in Subsection 2.4.4, resulting in exponentially distributed cluster
sizes.

2.4.1 Arrivals per day

Figure 2.3: Number of entering and leaving arrivals per measuring day. Each
day the amount of entering arrivals differs from the leaving ar-
rivals. The number of visitors per day was fluctuating during the
measured days. All measurements are performed within the period
of 2018-01-29 until 2018-03-14. A total amount of 30 days were
analyzed. This period includes multiple measuring days where
data was partially/not obtained.

The arrivals were recorded for 30 days within the period of 2018-01-29 until
2018-03-14. The amount of entering and leaving arrivals is shown in Figure 2.3,
in total 9493 visitors were measured as entering and 9303 as leaving.

For each day the amount of entering arrivals was not equal to the amount
of leaving arrivals. This difference might be caused by two reasons: arrivals of
visitors were not correctly detected, or the visitors entered or left by another
entrance or exit.

Figure 2.3 also illustrates that the amount of visitors per day was fluctuat-
ing. The fluctuating amount of visitors belongs to the observed large degree of
variability of ‘real-life’ measurements, as there are many (unknown) variables
required to explain this fluctuating amount.

2.4.2 Arrivals throughout a day

The measuring period is divided in working days and non-working days (week-
ends and holidays). During working days there are on average 250±27 visitors,
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while during non-working days 471±44 visitors. Within this thesis, the ‘±’-sign
indicates the 68% confidence interval.

Throughout each day visitors enter and leave inhomogeneously in time as
shown in Figure 2.4, as the rate of entering and leaving visitors is fluctuating.
The inhomogeneous arrival rate is also an observation of the large degree of
variability, caused by the ‘real-life’ conditions of the measurements.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.4: Running average over time of day for working days and non-
working days, respectively, represented in (a) and (b). The run-
ning average is determined over 13 working days and 13 non-
working days. The running average used a windows-size of 15
minutes. The colors black and red respectively represent entering
and leaving visitors. The continuous black and red lines represent
the average arrivals per minute. The area around the continuous
lines is the 1σ interval [11].

2.4.3 Probability of interarrival-times

An interarrival-time TA,i is the time between two successive arrivals i − 1 and
i, therefore TA,i = tA,i − tA,i−1. The PDF of interarrival-times of all entering
arrivals is shown in Figure 2.5. Arrivals with large TA (order of minutes) are
labeled as first scale, arrival with small TA (order of seconds) are labeled as
second scale. Therefore, resulting in a 2-scale distribution of interarrival-times,
which is further described in Section 3.1. The PDF of interarrival-times of
Figure 2.5 shows an exponential decay in two distinct regions, one in the region
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of the second scale TA ∈ [35, 380] s and one in the region of the first scale
TA ∈ [1, 5] s.

The slope of the exponential regions within the PDF are fitted with the
slope of the exponential PDF of Equation 1.2. Within this thesis, all fits are
performed with the least squares method. Fitting of Equation 1.2 to the distinct
exponential regions of Figure 2.5 results in an average interarrival-time 〈TE〉 =
119± 4 s for the first scale, and an average interarrival-time 〈Td〉 = 1.39± 0.06
s for the second scale.

The double exponentially distributed interarrival-times are a very important
observation of the entering visitors. A single exponential distribution refers to
a Poisson distribution as described in Section 1.2, therefore, the double expo-
nential distribution refers to a 2-scale Poisson. In Chapter 3 a model is built
composed of these two Poisson distributions, in order to provide an explanation
of these measured interarrival-times.

Figure 2.5: PDF of measured interarrival-times between successive entering
arrivals. The dots within the gray brackets are considered as the
exponential regions. The exponential regions are fitted with Equa-
tion 1.2, resulting in the red and blue line, respectively, represent-
ing the first and second scale.

2.4.4 Probability of cluster sizes

Another observation is the exponential distribution of cluster sizes. A cluster is
a group of close by arrivals. For now, a cluster is defined by successive arrivals
with interarrival-times below a certain threshold Tmin, therefore, the arrivals
happen relatively close to each other. A cluster is ended when the next arrival
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has an interarrival-time above Tmin. The size of a cluster NC is defined by the
number of arrivals within the cluster.

Consider Tmin = 24 s, then the cluster sizes are exponentially distributed
up to a cluster size of 13, as shown in Figure 2.6. The count of observed cluster
sizes represents a Probability Mass Function (PMF), fitted with the exponential
PMF

P (N = NC) = AeBNC (2.1)

to determine the exponential observation, with both A and B as constants.
Above a cluster size of 13 there are still relatively many observations of

large cluster sizes compared to the exponential decay. The large cluster sizes
might be caused by separate groups entering close to each other, therefore being
registered as a single large cluster.

The PMF of cluster sizes strongly depends on the value Tmin. When Tmin
increases, then the cluster sizes also increase. However, the exponential obser-
vation of cluster sizes remains.

The exponentially distributed cluster sizes are an significant observation of
the entering visitors. This observation is in accordance with the observations
made in literature [12].

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70
cluster size NC

10−3

10−2

10−1

PM
F

entering clusters
exp-fit

Distribution of clustersizes

Figure 2.6: Normalized count of observed cluster sizes as function of the clus-
ter size NC . The red solid line is an exponential fit of Equation 2.1
at cluster sizes NC ∈ [1, 13]. A cluster contains successive arrivals
with an interarrival-times below a threshold of Tmin = 24 s.
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Chapter 3

2-scale Poisson model

Chapter abstract

The instances when visitors entered the museum are assumed to be a 2-
scale Poisson process. This chapter explains the 2-scale Poisson process
using a model, in the next chapter the 2-scale Poisson model is compared
with the arrivals of the museum.

The 2-scale Poisson model distinguishes two scales: clusters of arrivals
and individual arrivals.The model results in a timeline of arrivals which
are 2-scale Poisson dis- Within the model both scales are Poisson dis-
tributed, as well as individual arrivals within clusters. The exact defini-
tion of the 2-scale Poisson distribution is defined within this chapter.

The model results in a timeline of arrivals which are 2-scale Poisson dis-
tributed. The timeline of arrivals depends on the used initial conditions.
A challenge is to identify the 2-scale Poisson process hidden within the
generated arrivals, despite its initial conditions.

Data was modeled according to the 2-scale Poisson process, as explained in Sec-
tion (3.1). The model used multiple initial conditions and results in a timeline
of arrivals. By studying the generated timeline of arrivals the initial parameters
were redetermined. First, the initial average interarrival-times are redetermined
in Section (3.2). Second, the initial average cluster size is redetermined in Sec-
tion (3.3). Lastly, the first Poisson scale is verified by counting the number of
clusters per interval as described in Section (3.4).

The first two research sub-questions of Section (1.3) are answered within
this chapter. The first sub-question is answered in Section (3.3) and the second
sub-question is answered in Section (3.4).

3.1 Structure of the 2-scale Poisson model

Modeling the 2-scale Poisson starts with labeling the arrivals. An arrival is
labeled as ‘event’ or ‘child’. A cluster is formed by a single event and its corre-
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sponding children. The 2-scale Poisson model is established by combining two
scales, the first scale being the events, and the second scale being the children
within a cluster. The labeling of visitors will be step-by-step explained in the
upcoming subsections: in Subsection (3.1.1) the first Poisson scale is explained.
The second Poisson scale, as well as clusters are described in Subsection (3.1.2).
Subsection (3.1.3) describes a variation of the 2-scale Poisson model where the
cluster sizes are exponentially distributed.

Finally, the 2-scale Poisson model results in a timeline t with 2-scale Poisson
distributed arrivals i located at tA,i, as shown in Figure (3.1a).

Figure 3.1: Sketch of multiple one-dimensional timelines t, based on the 2-
scale Poisson model. All timelines contain different types of ar-
rivals. (a) Timeline of unknown arrivals as an output of the 2-
scale Poisson model. An unknown arrival could be an event or a
child. (b) Timeline of only events. (c) Timeline of events with
fixed cluster size NC . (d) Timeline of events with exponentially
distributed cluster sizes, with on average 〈NC〉 arrivals per clus-
ter. (e) A large interarrival-time TE and/or large cluster size NC
cause clusters to overlap. The interarrival-time of clusters TC,k is
negative at the overlap.

3.1.1 Events only

The model consists of a timeline t. On this timeline t all arrivals occur in
clusters. The first arrival of a cluster is labeled as an event and the other
remaining cluster members are the corresponding children.

First, consider that only NE events are modeled on timeline t as shown in
Figure (3.1b). Each event k is located at tE,k, with k = 0, 1, 2, ... . The events
occur independently at an average rate λE , therefore the events are Poisson
distributed, as defined in Section (1.2). The events are the first Poisson scale
of the 2-scale Poisson model. The average rate λE is defined as the average
number of events occurring per second, therefore, is equal to 1/〈TE〉 with 〈TE〉
the average interarrival-time between events.
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Now consider that the timeline t is divided into intervals of equal duration τ .
In an interval τ there are NEτ events counted, with on average µEτ counts.
The average count µEτ is equal to the product of the rate λE and the interval
duration τ : µEτ = λEτ . According to the definition of the Poisson distribution
of Section (1.2), the probability of counting x events is equal to

PEτ (NEτ = x) =
µxEτe

−µEτ

x!
, (3.1)

with PEτ the Probability Mass Function (PMF) and x = 0, 1, 2, ... a positive
integer value.

The interarrival-time between successive events is TE,k = tE,k−tE,k−1. Accord-
ing to the definition of the Poisson distribution, it follows that the interarrival-
times TE,k are exponentially distributed as described in Section (1.2). The
Probability Density Function (PDF) of exponentially distributed interarrival-
times is defined by Equation (1.2), therefore, the PDF of interarrival-times TE
between events is equal to:

PET (TE) = λEe
−λETE , (3.2)

with PET (TE) the probability of encountering a successive event at an inter-
arrival-time TE .

3.1.2 Fixed cluster size

Now, consider that each event is followed by a fixed number of children Nd.
Together, a single event and its corresponding children form a cluster. All chil-
dren enter quickly enough before a new event occurs as shown in Figure (3.1c).
Each event k has children l located at time td,k,l, with l = 1, 2, 3, ... . The chil-
dren occur independently after their corresponding event at an average rate λd,
therefore an event and its corresponding children are also Poisson distributed,
resulting in the second Poisson scale of the 2-scale Poisson model.

An event k and its children form a cluster k. The cluster size is at least one, as
each cluster always has one event. The interarrival-times within a cluster are
defined as

Td,k,l =

{
td,k,1 − tE,k l = 1

td,k,l − td,k,l−1 otherwise
(3.3)

and therefore represent the interarrival-time before children within a cluster.
According to the definition of the Poisson distribution, the interarrival-times
within a cluster Td,k,l are exponentially distributed, as these cluster members
are Poisson distributed. The PDF of exponentially distributed interarrival-times
is defined by Equation (1.2), therefore, the PDF of interarrival-times Td between
cluster members is equal to:
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PdT (Td) = λde
−λdTd , (3.4)

with PdT (Td) the probability of encountering a successive cluster member at an
interarrival-time Td. The exponential distribution has an average interarrival-
time 〈Td〉 equal to 1/λd.

Further on, the interarrival-time between successive clusters is defined. The
interarrival-time between clusters TC,k is the time between the last cluster mem-
ber of previous cluster k−1 and the first new event k of next cluster k. Therefore:

TC,k =

{
tE,k − tE,k−1 NC,k−1 = 1

tE,k − td,k−1,lend otherwise.
(3.5)

Clusters could be overlapping, as shown in Figure (3.1e). The overlapping of
clusters is caused due to a large cluster size NC and/or by a large interarrival-
time between the cluster members Td relatively to TE . The interarrival-time
between clusters TC,k becomes negative at overlapping clusters, as defined in
Equation (3.5).

3.1.3 Exponentially distributed cluster sizes

Consider the cluster sizes to be exponentially distributed, as shown in Figure
(3.1d). Each cluster has an exponentially distributed PMF PNC,k of obtaining
y = 1, 2, 3, ... cluster members:

PNC,k(NC,k = y) =

(
1− 1

〈NC〉

)y−1
1

〈NC〉
(3.6)

with 〈NC〉 = 〈Nd〉 + 1 the average cluster size. The exponentially distributed
PMF is also known as the geometric distribution [13]. Due to the exponen-
tially decaying probability, the most likely cluster size is a cluster with only one
member, representing a cluster with only one event and no children.

Any other probability distribution of cluster sizes is not considered in this thesis.
Therefore, only a fixed cluster size and exponentially distributed cluster sizes
are considered.

The function of the fixed cluster size is to explain the 2-scale Poisson model.
The function of the exponentially distributed cluster sizes is to compare the
model with the measured arrivals of the museum, as these measured arrivals re-
sulted in exponentially distributed cluster sizes, as determined in Section (2.4.4).

3.1.4 Model algorithm

The 2-scale Poisson process is modeled using Python programming language
[14]. The model uses the algorithm as shown in Figure (3.2). Given the initial
parameters, the algorithm generates a timeline t of arrivals i located at tA,i with
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interarrival-time TA,i = tA,i − tA,i−1, as shown in Figure (3.1a). The arrivals i
are 2-scale Poisson distributed.

The model is based on five initial conditions:

• Number of events/clusters NE .

• Distribution of cluster sizes: fixed or exponential.

• Average cluster size 〈NC〉.

• Average interarrival-time between events 〈TE〉.

• Average interarrival-times within clusters 〈Td〉.

An interesting challenge is to redetermine these initial conditions from the mod-
eled timeline of arrivals. The redetermining of initial conditions is defined as
the first research question in Section (1.3), and will be answered within the
upcoming sections.

3.2 Redetermining initial average interarrival-
times

The 2-scale Poisson model contains two Poisson processes. The first Poisson pro-
cess is the distribution of events, with an average interarrival-time 〈TE〉 = 1/λE .
The second Poisson process is the distribution of members within a cluster, with
an average interarrival-time 〈Td〉 = 1/λd. In this section, both average initial
interarrival-times are redetermined by using the PDF’s of modeled interarrival-
times.

The generated PDF’s of interarrival-times TA from the 2-scale Poisson model
are shown in Figure (3.3a). This PDF is dominated by the interarrival-times of
children Td at small interarrival-times, and is dominated by interarrival-times
of events TE at large interarrival-times. In between the dominated areas there
is a negligible overlap.

Both TE and Td are exponentially distributed, therefore, TA is exponentially
decaying when it is dominated by either TE or Td, as shown in Figure (3.3b,3.3c).
Therefore, the modeled arrivals are clearly 2-scale Poisson distributed in time.
The exponential decaying interarrival-times are fitted with their corresponding
exponential PDF. The interarrival-times of events and children are therefore
fitted respectively with Equations (3.2) and (3.4). The probability fits resulted
in an average interarrrival-time 〈TE〉 = 99.4±0.7 s and 〈Td〉 = 0.1026±5·10−4 s,
while the initial interarrival-times are 〈TE〉 = 100 s and 〈Td〉 = 0.1 s. Therefore,
this method is a success in redetermining the initial conditions.

Subsequently, the change of initial 〈Td〉 at fixed initial 〈TE〉 is evaluated to
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Initialization:
NE ←− input (desired number of events);
clustersize←− input (desired distribution of cluster sizes: ‘fixed’ or else
‘exponential’ );

〈NC〉 ←− input (desired cluster size per event)[1];
〈Td〉 ←− input (desired average interarrival-time between events);
〈TE〉 ←− input (desired average interarrival-time between
clustermembers);

Result: Timeline t of arrivals i located at tA,i
for event k < NE do

Compute interarrival-time event k: TE,k
[2];

Compute location event k: tE,k is sum of previous event location
plus interarrival-time event TE,k;
if cluster size is ‘fixed’ then

Compute cluster size NC,k is 〈NC〉;
else

Compute cluster size NC,k from ‘exponential’ distribution with
probability PNC,k

[3]

end
for children l < NC do

Compute interarrival-time child l: Td,k,l
[4];

Compute location child l: sum of previous clustermember
location and interarrival-time child Td,k,l;

Move to next child l + 1 in cluster;

end
Reset index l to 1;
Move to next event k + 1;

end
Transfer all events tE,k and their children to td,k,l to arrivals i at tA,i;

Figure 3.2: Algorithm used to compile timeline t of arrivals i following the
2-scale Poisson process. First an event k is computed and second
the children l of event k are added.
[1]When cluster sizes are ‘fixed’ then 〈NC〉 can only be an integer:
1, 2, 3, ... .
[2] TE,k is determined by the PDF of Equation (3.2).
[3] NC,k is determined by the PMF of Equation (3.6).
[4] Td,k,l is determined by the PDF of Equation (3.4).
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study how the two dominated areas interact. The variable TR equals the ratio
〈Td〉/〈TE〉. PDF’s of modeled interarrival-times TA for multiple initial TR at
fixed initial 〈TE〉 are plotted in Figure (3.3d). The area dominated by chil-
dren moves towards larger interarrival-times when the initial 〈Td〉 is increased,
therefore, reducing the size of the dominated exponential areas. When the size
of the dominated exponential areas is reduced, the probability fits of Equations
(3.2,3.4) are made with a smaller range of interarrival-times, resulting in a larger
error in the computed average interarrival-times.

When TR = 1 both exponential distributions of interarrival-times are over-
lapping, therefore, resulting in a single exponential decay. Due to the single
exponential decay, the arrivals for TR = 1 are assumed to be single scale Pois-
son distributed.

3.3 Redetermine initial average cluster size

The 2-scale Poisson model consists of clusters. To determine the initial av-
erage cluster size 〈NC〉 the PDF of interarrival-times TA is used as shown in
Figure (3.4). The PDF of TA represents the probability PAT of observing an
interarrival-time TA which is caused by an event TE or a child Td.

The fractions RE and Rd are defined to determine the contribution of PAT
by events and children. The fraction of events RE is equal to the total number
of events divided by the total number of arrivals. The fraction of children Rd
is equal to total number of children divided by the total number of arrivals.
Combining the fractions, results in RE +Rd = 1.

Consider a fixed cluster size NC = 4, with each event having three children.
Therefore, all probabilities PAT are forRE = 25% caused by interarrival-times of
events TE with probability PET . The remaining Rd = 75% is caused by children
Td with probability PdT . Therefore, the probability describing all interarrival-
times is PAT = 0.25PET +0.75PdT , with PET and PdT the PDF’s of respectively
Equations (3.2) and (3.4).

Now, consider that the initial average cluster size 〈NC〉 is unknown. The
cluster size can be redetermined if both ratios RE and Rd are known: 〈NC〉 =
〈Nd〉+ 1 = Rd/RE + 1. Both ratios RE and Rd are determined by applying the
fit of probability PAT :

PAT = REλEe
−λET +Rdλde

−λdT , (3.7)

to the PDF of modeled interarrival-times TA as shown in Figure (3.4).

Fitting Equation (3.7) to the PDF of interarrival-times of Figure (3.4) results
in an average cluster size 〈NC〉 = 4.05 ± 0.02, which is in agreement with the
initial cluster size 〈NC〉 = 4.
In Section (1.3) the first research sub-question states: What methods are re-
quired to accurately estimate the used initial conditions of the 2-scale Poisson
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Figure 3.3: Overview of modeled interarrival-times, comparing the influence
of events and children. The model consists of initial NE = 105

events, with 〈TE〉 = 100 s, 〈Td〉 = 0.1 s and the cluster sizes
are exponentially distributed with on average 〈NC〉 = 4 cluster
members. (a) PDF of interarrival-times for all arrivals TA, only
events TE and only children Td. The shape of TA is dominated by
both TE and Td. (b) PDF of short interarrival-times dominated
by children. The blue line is an exponential fit of Equation (3.4)
at TA ∈ [0, 0.65] s. The fit results in an 〈Td〉 = 0.1026 ± 5 ·
10−4 s, which is close to the initial 〈Td〉 = 0.1 s. (c) PDF of
large interarrival-times dominated by events. The red line is an
exponential fit of Equation (3.2) at TA ∈ [1.3, 750] s. The fit
results in an 〈TE〉 = 99.4 ± 0.7 s, which is close to the initial
〈TE〉 = 100 s. (d) PDF of interarrival-times TA at multiple TR
with fixed 〈TE〉 = 100 s.
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Figure 3.4: PDF of modeled interarrival-times TA. The purple line is a fit of
Equation (3.7), used to redetermine the initial average cluster size
〈NC〉. The fit is applied to interarrival-times TA ∈ [10−3, 103] s,
resulting in 〈NC〉 = 4.05±0.02. The model consists of initial NE =
105 events, with 〈TE〉 = 100 s, 〈Td〉 = 0.1 s and the cluster size is
exponentially distributed with on average 〈NC〉 = 4 members per
cluster.

model? This question will be answered per initial condition of the 2-scale Pois-
son model.

In total there are five initial conditions. Starting with the initial average
interarrival-time between children 〈Td〉. The initial 〈Td〉 is redetermined by
fitting the PDF of the second scale (smaller) interarrival-times TA with the
exponential distribution of Equation (3.4).

The initial average interarrival-time between events 〈TE〉 is redetermined by
the same method as with children. The initial 〈TE〉 is redetermined by fitting
the first scale (larger) interarrival-times TA with the exponential distribution of
Equation (3.2).

Subsequently, the initial average cluster size 〈NC〉 is redetermined by fitting
Equation (3.7) to the modeled PDF of interarrival-times TA.

To determine the distribution of cluster sizes a filtering method is required
as described in Section (2.4.4).

Finally, the total number of events NE is calculated by dividing the total
number of arrivals NA by the average cluster size NE .

3.4 Validating first Poisson scale

In this section the Poisson PMF of the first scale of the 2-scale Poisson model
is validated. The Poisson PMF is observed by counting the number of events
within intervals of duration τ . In order to only count events a filtering of arrivals
is required, as described in Subsection (3.4.1). The quality of the Poisson PMF
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is discussed in Subsection (3.4.2).

3.4.1 Filtering clusters

Consider the timeline t with all modeled arrivals. The timeline is then divided
into intervals of equal duration τ . The 2-scale Poisson model is validated by
counting the number of events within these intervals τ . According to Section
(3.1.1) the PMF of event counts in τ results in the Poisson PMF of Equation
(3.1).

The 2-scale Poisson model outputs a timeline t of arrivals i at tA,i. Each arrival
could be an event or a child. Therefore, it is not possible to directly count all
the events in τ to obtain the Poisson PMF.

To start, consider the counts xA,τ in τ of all arrivals, as shown in the PMF of
Figure (3.5). At fixed cluster sizes, peaks of counts are observed with a fixed
frequency. These peaks are caused by the children that are all spaced relatively
close to its corresponding event, therefore, causing clusters with a very short
duration. When the duration of a cluster is short compared to τ , then it is very
likely to only count entire clusters in τ . Each cluster contains a fixed number
of arrivals NC , therefore, causing peaks at multiples of NC .

At exponentially distributed cluster sizes the PMF levels out smoothly com-
pared to a fixed cluster size. Still, the duration of clusters is relatively short,
therefore, it is again very likely to only count entire clusters in τ . Due to the
varying cluster size the observed PMF is now more spread out compared to
having a fixed cluster size.

Considering both situations of fixed and exponential cluster sizes, neither
result in a Poisson PMF of Equation (3.1). The problem is that all arrivals are
counted, while they are not all Poisson distributed: only the events are Poisson
distributed on the entire timeline t.
Instead of counting all arrivals only the clusters will be counted. Counting
clusters corresponds to counting events, as each cluster has always only one
event. Therefore, the count of clusters should be Poisson distributed. The
modeled arrivals do not indicate where a cluster starts and where it ends. Still,
the count of clusters xC,τ in τ can be estimated by dividing the counted arrivals
xA,τ in τ by the average cluster size 〈NC〉:

xC,τ =
xA,τ
〈NC〉

. (3.8)

This count of clusters xC,τ can be a fractional number, this is in contradiction
with counting events, as there are no fractional events. Therefore, all fractional
counts are rounded off to the nearest integer.

The Poisson PMF of cluster counts in τ is validated for arrivals with a fixed
cluster size and exponentially distributed cluster sizes.
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Figure 3.5: PMF of counted modeled arrivals in intervals with duration τ =
700 s. The red dots are the arrival counts for the model config-
ured with an initial fixed cluster size of NC = 3. The blue dots are
the arrival counts for the model configured with exponentially dis-
tributed cluster sizes, with an initial average cluster size 〈NC〉 = 3.
Further on, the model has initial conditions NE = 105, 〈TE〉 = 100
s and 〈Td〉 = 1 s.

Firstly, the fixed cluster size is considered. The PMF of clusters in τ for
multiple initial parameters is shown in Figure (3.6a). Compared to Figure (3.5),
the counts are now flattened.

The PMF of cluster counts per τ overlaps with the expected Poisson PMF
for small initial TR = 〈Td〉/〈TE〉 and small NC . When both TR and NC in-
crease, then the PMF becomes sharper around its average count µEτ , causing
a deviation from the expected Poisson PMF.

The average µEτ of the expected Poisson PMF represents the expected num-
ber of events in τ . Therefore, the expected µEτ is calculated by

µEτ =
τ

〈TE〉
, (3.9)

with τ the interval duration and 〈TE〉 the average interarrival-time between
events.

Secondly, consider the cluster sizes to be exponentially distributed with on aver-
age a cluster size of 〈NC〉. For exponentially distributed cluster sizes the PMF
of cluster counts in τ is shown in Figure (3.6a).

For both small initial TR and NC the count of clusters is to spread out
to be fitted with the Poisson PMF. When both TR and NC increase then the
PMF becomes sharper around its average count µEτ , causing the PMF to be
overlapping with the expected PMF. When TR and NC are further increased
the expected Poisson PMF sharpens even more, causing again a deviation from
the expected Poisson PMF.

To conclude, the first scale of the 2-scale Poisson process is validated by counting
clusters, which is similar to counting events. Counting clusters may result in a
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Figure 3.6: PMF’s of counted modeled clusters in intervals τ for both fixed (a)
and exponentially (b) distributed cluster sizes. PDF’s are plotted
for multiple combinations of TR and 〈NC〉. The model consists
of initial NE = 105 events and an interval length τ = 7〈TE〉,
therefore the expected Poisson has an average count of µE,τ = 7.

Poisson PMF, depending on the initial conditions of the model. Therefore, the
PMF of cluster counts may be fitted with the Poisson PMF. To asses the quality
of the Poisson PMF fit, the error in the fitting parameter µE,τ is evaluated as
described in the next subsection.

3.4.2 Poisson PMF fit quality

The PMF’s of cluster counts as shown in Figure (3.6) can be fitted with the
Poisson PMF of Equation (3.1), the quality of the fit is assessed in this subsec-
tion. The quality is defined as one standard deviation error σµ of the fitting
parameter µEτ from the Poisson PMF. The lower the error the better the fit
quality. Within this subsection the error σµ is analyzed for multiple initial con-
ditions: duration of interval τ , number of events NE , offset in cluster size and
ratio between average interarrival-times TR = 〈Td〉/〈TE〉.

Firstly, the influence of interval duration τ is studied. Changing the duration
τ will also change the expected average clusters count of µE,τ = τ/〈TE〉. The
error σµ of the Poisson PMF fit as function of τ/〈TE〉 is shown in Figure (3.7a).

When the cluster size is fixed, the smallest error occurs when τ = 7〈TE〉.
The error increases in both limits τ/〈TE〉 → 0 and τ/〈TE〉 → ∞.

When the cluster size is exponentially distributed, the smallest error occurs
when τ/〈TE〉 → 0 and increases for τ/〈TE〉 → ∞. The error at exponentially
distributed cluster sizes is different compared to fixed cluster sizes, as at expo-
nentially distributed cluster sizes there is inherently a low quality of the Poisson
PMF fit for the used initial conditions.

Due to the low quality of exponential cluster sizes the fixed cluster sizes will
be used to determine an ideal ratio of τ/〈TE〉 = 7.
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Figure 3.7: Overview of error σµ in fitting parameter µEτ from Equation (3.1)
to the modeled arrivals. The error σµ is evaluated for multiple
initial parameters. The initial paraters are (unless otherwise indi-
cated) NE = 105, τ = 7TE , TR = 0.01 and 〈NC〉 = 3. (a) Error in
Poisson PMF fit as function of τ/〈TE〉. (b) Error in Poisson PMF
fit as function of NE . (c) Error in Poisson PMF fit as function of
∆NC as described in Equation (3.10).
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Secondly, the influence of the number of events NE is analyzed. The error in
the Poisson PMF fit σµ as a function of NE is shown in Figure (3.7b). Both
fixed and exponentially distributed cluster sizes result in similar behavior, with
exponentially distributed cluster sizes having inherently a larger error. When
NE decreases, the timeline t is shorter and has less intervals τ . Therefore, less
counts of clusters are observed, causing a larger error σµ in the Poisson PMF
fit.

When NE increases there are more intervals τ , therefore more counts of
clusters are observed, causing a decreasing error σµ in the Poisson PMF fit.
The error decreases until a stable value is reached, which is accomplished around
NE = 3 · 104.

Thirdly, the offset in cluster size estimation is analyzed. The count of events
is based on Equation (3.10). Instead of using the correct cluster size 〈NC〉 an
offset is applied of ∆NC :

xE,τ =
τ

〈NC〉+ ∆NC
. (3.10)

The error σµ as function of the offset ∆NC is shown in Figure (3.7c). For
a fixed cluster size the best Poisson PMF occurs when the offset ∆NC = 0.
However, for an exponentially distributed cluster size the error is minimized at
a ∆NC = 1.3. The offset at exponentially distributed cluster sizes could again
be caused by the inherently low quality of the Poisson PMF fit for the used
initial conditions.

Finally, the error caused by both initial TR and NC is plotted in Figure (3.8),
with TR the ratio of 〈Td〉/〈TE〉.

At fixed cluster sizes the Poisson PMF fit results in a large error for large TR
and large NC . When both TR and NC are large the clusters are highly likely to
overlap. A low error is observed for small TR and/or small NC , causing clusters
to most likely not to overlap.

For exponentially distributed cluster sizes the Poisson PMF fit also results in
a large error for large TR and large NC . However, a small error is now observed
at a decaying curve N ′C as function of TR. The curve N ′C as function of TR is
described with

N ′C = C1 +
C2

TR
(3.11)

with both as C1 and C2 fitting constants, equal to 0.4 ± 0.2 and 4.2 ± 0.1,
respectively. The area below the curve N ′C causes a larger error σµ due to the
spread-out PMF for small NC and TR as shown in Figure (3.6b). The area
above the curve N ′C causes a larger error σµ due to the sharpened PMF for
large NC and TR as also shown in Figure (3.6b). At the curve N ′C the PMF of
cluster counts is the correct width to fit the Poisson PMF.
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Figure 3.8: Two-dimensional histogram of error σµ in Poisson PMF fit of clus-
ters in τ . Error σµ is shown as function of initial NC and TR. Er-
rors are modeled for NE = 104 events and τ = 7TE . The error at
fixed cluster sizes is shown in (a) and for exponentially distributed
cluster sizes in (b).

In Section (1.3) the second research sub-question states: To what extent is the
first Poisson scale validated by estimating the count of clusters?

In this section it was proven that the first Poisson scale can be verified by
counting clusters within an interval τ . Counting clusters may result in a Poisson
PMF, which therefore verifies the first scale. The quality of the fitted Poisson
PMF depends strongly on the initial conditions, therefore, the count of clusters
may vary from the expected Poisson PMF.
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Chapter 4

2-scale Poisson model
applied to real-life data

Chapter abstract

The measured interarrival-times between successive visitors at the mu-
seum resulted in a double exponential distribution. Therefore, the ar-
rivals are assumed to be 2-scale Poisson distributed. Within this chapter
the measured arrivals are compared with the 2-scale Poisson model.

In order to compare with the 2-scale Poisson model, the model requires
the same initial conditions as determined from the measured arrivals.
Determining these initial conditions of the measured arrivals requires the
same methods as seen in previous chapters.

Further on, the first scale of the 2-scale Poisson distribution is verified
for the measured arrivals. This scale could only be verified for clusters
arriving with an constant average rate.

The arrivals of the museum are assumed to be 2-scale Poisson distributed, as
described in Section 4.1. The initial conditions of the arrivals at the museum are
determined in Section 4.2. A homogeneous entering rate of clusters is required to
more accurately apply the 2-scale Poisson distribution to the measured arrivals,
as determined in Section 4.3. Lastly, the first Poisson scale is verified for the
arrivals at the museum in Section 4.4. A complete overview is described below:

4.1 2-scale Poisson distribution of visitors

When arrivals are Poisson distributed the interarrival-times will be exponen-
tially distributed. If the arrivals are 2-scale Poisson distributed, then the
interarrival-times will contain a double exponential distribution as shown in
Figure 3.3a. The interarrival-times of the measured arrivals of Figure 4.1a also
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result in a double exponential distribution, as seen in Figures 4.1b, 4.1c. There-
fore, the museum arrivals are assumed to be 2-scale Poisson distributed.

The 2-scale Poisson model is compared with the measured arrivals, therefore,
the model requires the same initial conditions as the measured arrivals. These
initial conditions are determined in the next section.

The 2-scale Poisson model results in a timeline of arrivals which are perfectly
2-scale Poisson distributed. Each time the model is executed, a new timeline
with arrivals is generated. The model is based on probability distributions,
therefore, the generated timeline of arrivals will change each time the model
is executed again. The PDF of interarrival-times will therefore also differ. In
order to consider this change, the model is executed several times, with 90% of
the resulting PDF of interarrival-times as shown in Figure 4.1a.

Within the model the arrivals are dominated by the scales of events and children,
as discussed in Section 3.2. However, the measured interarrival-times contain
multiple offsets compared to the model as seen in Figure 4.1a.

The first offset is located at small interarrival-times, below TA < 1 s the
observations of TA decrease. This offset is caused due to a minimum distance
between visitors, as described in Section 5.1.

The second offset compared to the model is located at the overlapping region
between the two scales, around TA ∈ [5, 35] s. The measured arrivals obtained
an increased count within this overlapping region. Therefore, indicating a cor-
relation between the two scales. This offset is further discussed in Section 5.2.

The third offset is located in the tail of the PDF. The tail of the measured
interarrival-times does not overlap with exponential distribution. The difference
in tail is caused by the fluctuating average entering rate of visitors as discussed
in Section 4.3.

4.2 Determining museum initial conditions

To compare the 2-scale Poisson model with the measured arrivals, the model
requires the same initial conditions as the measured arrivals. Within this section
the initial conditions of the measured arrivals are determined. A complete
overview of the determined characteristics is given below:

• Number of events NE = (3.8± 0.2) · 103.

• Cluster sizes are exponentially distributed.

• Average cluster size 〈NC〉 = 2.5± 0.1.

• Average interarrival-time between events 〈TE〉 = 119± 4 s.

• Average interarrival-time before children within a cluster 〈Td〉 = 1.39 ±
0.06 s.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of interarrival-times TA of all entering visitors at the
museum. (a) PDF of measured interarrival-times TA between suc-
cessive entering visitors, compared with 90% of interarrival-times
PDF’s generated by the 2-scale Poisson model using matching ini-
tial conditions. (b) Measured interarrival-times PDF of first expo-
nential region TA ∈ [1, 5] s caused by children. Slope is fitted with
Equation 3.4, resulting in an 〈Td〉 = 1.39 ± 0.06 s. (c) Measured
interarrival-times PDF of second exponential region TA ∈ [35, 380]
s caused by events. Slope is fitted with Equation 3.2, resulting in
an 〈TE〉 = 119±4 s. (d) Measured interarrival-times PDF with fit
of probability function of Equation 3.7 to determine the average
cluster size, resulting in 〈NC〉 = 2.5± 0.1.
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The determination of initial conditions of the museum arrivals is described in
this section, starting with the average interarrival-times. Next, the clusters are
discussed and finally the total amount of events is calculated.

First, the average interarrival-times of events 〈TE〉 and children 〈Td〉 are deter-
mined. Both average interarrival-times 〈TE〉 and 〈Td〉 are determined by fitting
the exponential regions of the PDF of interarrival-times with respectively Equa-
tions 3.2 and 3.4. The PDF of measured interarrival-times of Figure 4.1a is fitted
for both children and events in respectively Figures 4.1b and 4.1c. This results
in 〈Td〉 = 1.39± 0.06 s for children and 〈TE〉 = 119± 4 s for events.

Secondly, the average cluster size is determined by fitting Equation 3.4 to all
interarrival-times as shown in Figure 4.1d, resulting in 〈NC〉 = 2.5 ± 0.1. The
fit of Equation 3.4 uses both 〈Td〉 = 1.39± 0.06 s and 〈TE〉 = 119± 4 s.

The fit of Equation 3.4 does not overlap with all the measured interarrival-
times TA of the PDF. The offset is due to the measured arrival process not being
a perfect 2-scale Poisson process, as observed in Figure 4.1a.

Thirdly, there is determined whether the cluster sizes are fixed or exponentially
distributed. In section 2.4.4 a clustering method is used to determine the dis-
tribution of cluster sizes. This method only works when there is a very small
probability that clusters overlap, therefore Td � TE and/or 〈NC〉 is small. The
measured arrivals do agree with these conditions, therefore, the cluster sizes can
be assumed as exponentially distributed.

Lastly, the total number of events NE is calculated. The total number of events
is equal to the total number of clusters, as each cluster has one event. In total
NA = 9493 entering arrivals were detected. Dividing the total count of arrivals
by the average cluster size of 〈NC〉 = 2.5 ± 0.1 results in the total count of
clusters, therefore, the total count of events. The calculation

NE =
NA
〈NC〉

(4.1)

results in a total number of events equal to NE = (3.8± 0.2) · 103.

4.3 Homogeneous data selection

Consider the first scale of the 2-scale Poisson model, the first scale describes the
events (first visitor of clusters). In the 2-scale Poisson model these events arrive
with a constant average rate, therefore having a constant average interarrival-
time 〈TE〉.

At the measured arrivals of the museum, this entering rate might not be
constant, as seen in both Figures 2.3 and 2.4. To test if the entering rates of
children λd and events λE are fixed or fluctuating throughout a day, the average
interarrival-times are determined per hour. The average interarrival-times are
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Figure 4.2: Average interarrival-times 〈Td〉 and 〈TE〉 as function of the hour
of day plotted in respectively (a) and (b). For each average
interarrival-time the distinction is made between working and
non-working days. The average 〈Td〉 and 〈TE〉 are calculated
by, respectively, fitting Equation 3.4 and 3.2 to the PDF’s of
interarrival-times. Some average interarrival-times have large er-
rors, mainly at hours 14, 15, 16 and 17. The large errors are caused
by a small number of arrivals within these hours, leaving a large
error in fitting the PDF’s of interarrival-times.

equal to 〈Td〉 = 1/λd and 〈TE〉 = 1/λE and are shown in Figure 4.2 as function
of the hour of day.
The average interarrival-times of children 〈Td〉 is mostly around the 〈Td〉 =
1.39 ± 0.06 as determined in previous section. A constant 〈Td〉 is expected, as
the behavior within a cluster is assumed to be independent of the time of day.

The average interarrival-times of events 〈TE〉 do depend on the hour of the
day and whether the measuring day was a working or non-working day. During
non-working days the interarrival-times 〈TE〉 are lower, therefore, clusters enter
with an increased rate, causing a larger total of visitors on non-working days.

A homogeneous selection of all measured arrivals is made to eliminate the
fluctuating 〈TE〉. The selection uses only arrivals of non-working days from the
hours ∈ [11, 15]. During the hours ∈ [11, 15] the value of 〈TE〉 is relatively con-
stant. This selection of arrivals contains 56% of all measured entering arrivals,
causing a total number of events NE = (2.1±0.1)·103. Due to the small number
of NE an error in validating the Poisson PMF starts to occur as shown in Figure
3.7b. No other set of homogeneous arrivals is selected as the selection will only
contain less NE , causing a larger error in validating the Poisson PMF.

The initial conditions of all entering arrivals is described in Section 4.2.
The initial conditions of the selected homogeneous arrivals are determined with
the same methods as used for all entering arrivals. A complete overview of
the determined initial conditions of the selected homogeneous arrivals is given
below:

• Number of events NE = (2.1± 0.1) · 103.
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Figure 4.3: PDF of measured interarrival-times TA between selected homoge-
neous successive entering arrivals, compared with 90% of PDF’s
from the 2-scale Poisson model using matching initial conditions.

• Cluster sizes are exponentially distributed.

• Average cluster size 〈NC〉 = 2.5± 0.1.

• Average interarrival-time between events 〈TE〉 = 87± 4 s.

• Average interarrival-time before children within a cluster 〈Td〉 = 1.38 ±
0.08 s.

Next, the initial conditions of all arrivals are compared with the selected homo-
geneous arrivals. The initial average interarrival-time before cluster members
〈Td〉 and the average cluster size 〈NC〉 remain equal. These equality’s are ex-
pected as both initial conditions only depend on the behavior within a cluster,
which is assumed to be independent of the time of day. However, the average
interarrival-time between events 〈TE〉 of the selected arrivals is 1.4 times lower
compared to all arrivals, therefore, the selected arrivals consist of on average a
more crowded entrance situation.

The PDF of interarrival-times TA between the selected homogeneous arrivals
are shown in Figure 4.3. Compared to all arrivals of Figure 4.1a the tail does
now fit the 2-scale Poisson model.

In total, the 2-scale Poisson is based on a homogeneous first scale. However,
the measured arrivals obtain an inhomogeneous first scale, causing an offset in
the tail of interarrival-times. After selecting a homogeneous set of arrivals this
offset disappears.
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4.4 Verification first scale Poisson

In Section 3.4.2 the Poisson PMF of equation 3.1 was observed from the first
scale of the 2-scale Poisson model. Obtaining the Poisson PMF is limited by its
initial conditions for both fixed and exponential distributed cluster sizes.

Finding the Poisson PMF within the measured arrivals is done by the same
method as described in Section 3.4.1. Clusters are counted within intervals
τ , resulting in the PMF of Figure 4.4, with Figure 4.4a using the arrivals of
all entering visitors and with Figure 4.4b using only the selected homogeneous
arrivals.

Consider the count of arrivals in τ using all measured arrivals as shown in
Figure 4.4a. The counts of clusters do not form the expected Poisson PMF
located at µEτ = τ/〈TE〉 = 7, as the fitted Poisson PMF has a smaller mean
of µEτ = 1.5 ± 0.1. The small value µEτ resulting from the PMF fit might be
caused due to the inhomogeneous entering rates, including intervals with very
low entering rates. At intervals with a very low entering rate many counts NC,τ
of zero clusters are observed, causing a peak in the PMF of counted clusters for
NC,τ → 0.

Even at the low occurring µEτ the data does not fit the Poisson PMF, which
also could be due to the inhomogeneous entering rates.

The determined PMF of cluster counts is compared with the 2-scale model from
Chapter 3. The 2-scale model uses the same initial conditions as the entering
arrivals at the museum. Each time the model is used, with the same initial
parameters, a new PMF is generated, as the model is based on probability
distributions. The range of PMF’s resulting from the model repetitions is visu-
alized in Figure 4.4a with the gray area. Within the gray area 90% of PMF’s is
found for in total 400 repetitions of the model.

When the museum arrivals would be perfectly 2-scale distributed, then the
histogram of the museum would for 90% overlap with the gray area. As seen
in Figure 4.4a there is only a small overlap of counted cluster sizes, therefore,
the first Poisson scale is not verified.

Next, consider the count of arrivals in τ using only the selected homogeneous
arrivals as shown in Figure 4.4b. The counts of cluster sizes are clearly more
2-scale Poisson distributed compared to all arrivals of Figure 4.4a. The PMF
of selected homogeneous arrivals fits the Poisson PMF for µEτ = 5.9 ± 0.3,
which is reasonably close to the expected Poisson µEτ = 7. Compared to the
model, most PMF points are located within the 90% margin. Therefore, the
first Poisson scale is verified for the selected homogeneous arrivals.

In total, validating the first scale of the 2-scale Poisson process at the measured
arrivals depends on the average rate of entering events. For all arrivals, the
first scale could not be verified due to inhomogeneous average rate of entering
events. However, by selecting a set of arrivals with a homogeneous average rate
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: PMF of counted clusters within τ , fitted with Equation 3.1 and
compared with the expected Poisson at µEτ = τ/〈TE〉, with
τ = 7〈TE〉. The gray area contains 90% of PMF’s generated by
the 2-scale Poisson model, with the model using the same initial
conditions as determined for the measured arrivals. The gray area
is compiled by running the model 400 times. (a) PMF of cluster
counts for all arrivals, fitted Poisson PMF at µEτ = 1.5± 0.1 (b)
PMF of clusters counts for selected arrivals, fitted Poisson PMF
at µEτ = 5.9± 0.3.

of events, the first Poisson scale could still be verified.
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Chapter 5

Beyond the 2-scale Poisson
model

Chapter abstract

Comparing the measured interarrival-times of the museum with the 2-
scale Poisson model results in multiple offsets. The offsets at interarrival-
times TA ∈ [0, 1] s and TA ∈ [5, 35] s can not be explained by the 2-scale
Poisson model, therefore, an alternative approach is required.

The offset at interarrival-times TA ∈ [0, 1] s is located at very short
interarrival-times. Therefore, visitors require a large velocity and/or a
small distance between each other. The velocity of visitors and distances
between visitors is analyzed within this chapter.

The offset at interarrival-times TA ∈ [5, 35] s is caused by a correlation at
the measured arrivals. The correlation acts between the two scales, there-
fore, the interarrival-times of entering clusters is related to the entering
of individual cluster members.

The offset at interarrival-times TA ∈ [0, 1] s is described in Section 5.1, by
determining the velocities and distances between entering visitors. The offset at
interarrival-times TA ∈ [5, 35] s is studied in Section 5.2, by using an alternative
model based on earthquakes.

The first main research question of Section 1.3 is answered within Section
5.2.

5.1 Velocity and distance of entering visitors

In Figure 2.5 there is a decrease in observations for very small interarrival-times
TA < 1 s, therefore, representing a situation where successive visitors enter
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.1: (a) PDF of the velocities of entering visitors. The velocity is
calculated at the instance the visitor crosses the blue line of Figure
2.1b. Resulting in an average velocity of 〈v〉 = 0.5± 0.2 m/s. (b)
PDF of distances between nearest entering visitors. The red line
indicates the distance towards the previous visitor, resulting in
an average distance of 〈∆x−1〉 = 0.7 ± 0.3 m. The black line
indicates the distance towards the next visitor, resulting in an
average distance of 〈∆x+1〉 = 0.6± 0.2 m.

directly behind each other. This section explains the decrease in observed short
interarrival-times by studying the velocity and distances of entering visitors.

A visitor enters when the blue line of Figure 2.1b is crossed. At the instance
of crossing the visitor has a certain velocity and distance towards a nearest
neighbor. A nearest neighbor is an entering visitors which entered before or
after. In order to obtain a very short interarrival-time, the velocity needs to be
very large and/or the distance towards the previous visitor entering needs to be
very small.

The PDF of velocities v is shown in Figure 5.1a, indicating that the velocities
are not constant, but are spread around their average. In total, visitors enter
with an average velocity of 〈v〉 = 0.5± 0.2 m/s.

Next, consider the distance ∆x between nearest entering visitors. At the in-
stance a visitor enters there is a distance towards the visitor that entered before
and a distance towards the visitor that entered after, both distances are shown
in Figure 5.1b. Both distances are not constant and show a spread around their
averages. The distance towards a visitor before is on average 〈∆x−1〉 = 0.7±0.3
m and towards a visitor after is 〈∆x+1〉 = 0.6± 0.2 m.

The distances between nearest entering visitors could only be determined
when the nearest visitor was still located within the entrance hall, as only here
the trajectories of the visitors were determined. The area where the depth-
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Figure 5.2: Two-dimensional histograms visualizing the relation between the
distance to a nearest visitor and the velocity of the entering visitor.
The distance to a nearest entering visitor could be the visitor
before (a) or after (b).

sensors could track the visitors is also referred as the measuring window. A
visitor entering before was located in the area after the blue crossing line of
Figure 2.1b, while the visitor entering after was located in the smaller area before
the blue crossing line. In total, both distances are limited by the measuring
window of the entrance hall, especially the visitors entering after. The limited
window for the distances towards later entering visitors results in a decrease of
larger distances compared to visitors before, as shown in Figure 5.1b.

The relation between the entering velocity and the distance towards a nearest
entering visitor is shown in the two-dimensional histogram of Figure 5.2. The
distance towards the previous visitor related to the velocity, as shown in Figure
5.2a, results in a radial distribution around the average velocity and average
distance of Figure 5.1. For the distance towards the next visitor related to the
velocity, as shown in 5.2b, results not in a radial distribution, as the measuring
window is limited to a distance of max 0.7 m. The limited distance might
be caused by the limited measurement window, as previously discussed in this
section.

A decrease in velocity is expected when the distance between entering visitors
decreases. According to Figure 5.2, this does not have to be true. However, it
is very unlikely to obtain a combination of high velocity v > 0.7 m/s and a low
distance ∆x < 0.4. Therefore, it is unlikely to obtain a very low interarrival-time
TA = ∆x/v as observed in Figure 4.1a.

Next, the interarrival-time TA is estimated. Consider that TA is the time differ-
ence between an entering visitor and its corresponding previous entered visitor.
The interarrival-time TA is estimated by the distance to the previous visitor
∆x−1 divided by its velocity v. For all entering visitors of Figure 5.2a, the es-
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Figure 5.3: PDF of the estimated interarrival-times (red) compared to mea-
sured interarrival-times (black). The interarrival-times are esti-
mated by dividing the distance between visitors ∆x−1 by the en-
tering velocity v. With ∆x−1 the distance from the entering visitor
towards the visitors which entered before, and v is the velocity of
the entering visitor.

timated interarrival-times TA are compared with the measured TA as shown in
the PDF of Figure 5.3. The estimated interarrival-times overlap with the mea-
sured interarrival-times, therefore, the small interarrival-times can be accurately
related to the velocities and distances.

5.2 Earthquake-like model

Again, consider the PDF of interarrival-times as shown in Figure 4.1a. The PDF
of measured arrivals differs from the 2-scale model in the overlap region. The
overlap region refers to the region between the two Poisson scales located at TA ∈
[5, 35] s. According to the 2-scale Poisson model there is no direct correlation
between the two scales, therefore, causing two clear exponential decays in the
interarrival-times PDF. However, at the measured interarrival-times, there is an
offset located at the overlap of the two scales. Therefore, indicating a correlation
between the two scales. To analyze this correlation another approach is required,
as the 2-scale Poisson model does not consider this correlation.

Instead of comparing the entering arrivals with the 2-scale Poisson model, the
arrivals are now compared with an alternative 2-scale model used to describe
earthquakes, the difference being that this model does consider the correlation
between the two scales [6]. Before explaining the relation between visitor arrivals
and earthquakes, reconsider the labeling of arrivals: an arrival could be an event
or a child. Together, a single event and its children form a cluster. Now, consider
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Figure 5.4: PDF of interarrival-times TA. Small interarrival-times TA ∈
[1.3, 10] s are fitted with the power law of Equation 5.1, re-
sulting in a slope of A = −1.87 ± 0.05. Larger interarrival-
times TA ∈ [8, 2300] s are fitted with Equation 5.2, resulting in
p = 0.36± 0.05, a = 2± 3, d = 1.2± 0.2 and C = 0.58± 0.02.

an earthquake and its aftershocks. Each shock could be an earthquake or an
aftershock. Together, the earthquake and aftershocks form an avalanche.

Next, both labeling of visitor arrivals and shocks are related. An arrival
corresponds to a shock, an event to an earthquake, the children with aftershocks
and a cluster with an avalanche. According to observations of the interarrival-
times of shocks, the aftershocks (children) are power-law distributed [15], while
the earthquakes (events) are Corral distributed [6]. Both the power-law and
Corral distributions are fitted to the PDF of interarrival-times measured at the
museum as shown in Figure 5.4.

At small interarrival-times TA ∈ [1.3, 10] s a power law is fitted. The power
law describes the probability P of observing an interarrival-time TA with the
following PDF:

log(P (TA)) = A log(TA) +B. (5.1)

The power law is a straight line in log-log space, with A the slope and B the
interception with the vertical axis. The fit of the power law at the measured
interarrival-times TA ∈ [1.3, 10] s from Figure 5.4 results in a very good fit, with
a slope of A = −1.87 ± 0.05. In Section 4.2 this region was fitted with the
exponential distribution, which also resulted in a very good fit. In total, both
power law and exponential distribution result in a good fit.

Next, the overlapping region TA ∈ [5, 35] s and the tail of the PDF TA > 35 s are
approached with the Corral distribution. The overlapping region TA ∈ [5, 35]
s represents the correlation between the two scales, while the area TA > 35 s
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is dominated by first scale. The Corral distribution is used to fit both regions.
The Corral distribution is equal to the generalized gamma distribution [6].

The probability of observing an interarrival-time TA is described with the
PDF of the Corral distribution:

P (TA) = C
(p/ad)T d−1A exp(−(TA/a)p)

Γ(d/p)
, (5.2)

with p, d as shape parameters, a as scale parameter, C as vertical translation
parameter and Γ(d/p) is the gamma function:

Γ(d/p) =

∫ ∞
0

xd/p−1e−xdx. (5.3)

The behavior of the Corral distribution depends on the interarrival-time TA.
For small interarrival-times the power law term T d−1A dominates, while at larger
interarrival-times the exponential term exp(−(TA/a)p) dominates. The mea-
sured interarrival-times TA ∈ [5, 35] s are correctly fitted due to this power law
term. Therefore, the correlation between the 2-scale can be described with this
Corral distribution.

The Corral distribution is the generalization of the two-parameter gamma dis-
tribution. The Poisson, exponential, Weibull and Gamma distribution are all
special cases of the Corral distribution. The special cases are obtained for the
shape and scale parameters equal to [6, 16]:

• Poisson distribution: d = p = a = 1

• Exponential distribution: d = p = 1

• Gamma distribution: p = 1

• Weibull distribution: d = p

The larger interarrival-times TA ∈ [8, 2300] s of Figure 5.4 are fitted with Equa-
tion 5.2, resulting in p = 0.36±0.05, a = 2±3, d = 1.2±0.2 and C = 0.58±0.02,
therefore, the fit of the generalized gamma distribution is not a special case of
the Poisson, exponential, gamma or Weibull distribution.

The fitting parameters p, a, d, C could be used to describe the correlation
between the two scales of entering events and children. However, a large variance
occurs in estimating the best fit values of these parameters. The large variance
is due to the large degree of freedom, as in total four fit parameters (p, a, d, C)
were used.

The values of the fitting parameters p, a, d, C are not reliable to describe an
arrival process, due to the large observed variance. A further study is required
to decrease the large variance.

In Section 1.3 the first main research question states: Can an arrival process
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built by two nested Poisson distributions properly model the measured arrival
process?

Overall, the interarrival-times of the measured entering visitors are in agree-
ment with the 2-scale Poisson model. However, compared to the model, there
are three offsets caused by:

• Inhomogeneous average entering rate of events.

• Minimum distance between visitors.

• Correlation between the two scales.

The offset caused by the inhomogeneous average rate is solved by selecting a
series of arrivals with a homogeneous average rate. However, to explain the
remaining offsets an alternative approach is required.

Also, the second main research question can now be answered: Is there an
alternative model which overlaps better with the measured arrivals, compared to
the 2-scale Poisson?

When considering the interarrival-times, then the earthquake-like model is
an improved model compared to the 2-scale Poisson model. The main difference
is that the earthquake-like model does consider the correlation between the two
scales, while the 2-scale Poisson model assumes that there is no correlation.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and discussion

The measured interarrival-times at the museum indicated a 2-scale process.
The observed 2-scale process is first approach with a double nested Poisson
distribution, also referred as the 2-scale Poisson. Within this thesis the 2-scale
Poisson was investigated and an improved model is proposed.

First, the 2-scale Poisson process. If the measured interarrival-times at the
museum would be exponentially distributed, then the arrivals would be Poisson
distributed. However, the measured interarrival-times resulted in two nested ex-
ponential decays, therefore, the measured arrivals are assumed to be distributed
with two nested Poisson distributions, also referred as the 2-scale Poisson pro-
cess. The 2-scale Poisson consists of a first scale being the clusters and a second
scale being the individuals within clusters, with both scales Poisson distributed.

To study the 2-scale Poisson process, a 2-scale Poisson model is established.
The 2-scale Poisson model results in a timeline of arrivals, which are perfectly
2-scale Poisson distributed. The initial conditions of the model are with success
redetermined from the resulting timeline of arrivals. However, the methods of
redetermining the initial conditions are only tested within a limited range of
initial conditions.

Subsequently, the measured interarrival-times at the museum are compared with
the 2-scale Poisson model. Within the comparison, the 2-scale Poisson model
uses the same initial conditions as determined at the measured arrivals. The
comparison resulted in a significant agreement between the model and the mea-
sured arrivals. However, three offsets occurred in the PDF of interarrival-times.

The offset at large interarrival-times TA > 300 s is caused by the inho-
mogeneity of cluster arrivals. This inhomogeneity refers to clusters of arrivals
appearing at a fluctuating average rate in time. However, selecting a series
of homogeneous arrivals causes the measured interarrival-times TA > 300 s to
agree with the 2-scale model.

The first Poisson scale is verified by counting the number of clusters within
an interval τ . The first scale was only verified for the selected homogeneous
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arrivals of clusters.

Further on, the PDF of measured interarrival-times has still two offsets com-
pared the model, located at TA < 1 and TA ∈ [5, 35] s. The offset at interarrival-
times TA < 1 s is caused by a minimum distance between arrivals, as visitors
can not walk inside each other. Therefore, the probability of measuring an
interarrival-time TA decreases for decreasing interarrival-times below TA < 1 s.

The remaining offset at TA ∈ [5, 35] is located at the correlation region
between the two scales. The 2-scale Poisson model considers no correlation
between the two scales. However, a power law decay in the PDF of interarrival-
times was observed, which could be related to correlations in the dynamics. This
correlation is approached by using a 2-scale model used to describe earthquakes.
However, to accurately capture the correlation requires a further study of the
2-scale earthquake-like model.
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My thesis was about ‘A multi-scale model for real-life pedestrian arrival processes’, which is in
my opinion, a very interesting topic to study. Within this document I provide a reflection of my
entire BEP. Starting with the reasons why I have chosen this specific BEP project, followed by,
a description of the encountered challenges including their outcomes.

Starting with the reason why I have chosen to perform my BEP project at the Crowdflow Re-
search Group. During my bachelor study of Applied Physics I encountered many theoretical
topics, which are not easily physically interpreted, however, the studies performed at the Crowd-
flow Research Group do include this physical interpretation. As I am very interested in this
interpretation and application of physics, I decided to visit the Crowdflow Research Group to
inform for a BEP project.

For me, the main challenge was to improve my programming skills, as my level of program-
ming was still very minimum. Performing a project at the Crowdflow Research Group requires a
solid level of programming, therefore, I was convinced in performing my BEP at the Crowdflow
Research Group. Due to the BEP project, my programming skills largely improved, therefore,
my personal main goal was accomplished.

Starting my BEP, multiple other challenges occurred next to the programming challenge.
First, workflow. For me it took some time getting used to the workflow. During my BEP

project I established many results, however, I made multiple mistakes in communicating these
results with my supervisors. The main mistake I made was that I did not provide a clear intro-
duction of the established work I performed, therefore, it was difficult for others to understand
my explanation. This problem occurred both while speaking and while writing. The main les-
son was that that ‘less’ equals ‘more’. I slightly improved in explaining the work I performed,
however, there are still further improvements to be made.

Second, orientation. The first stage of my BEP mainly consisted of the orientation of which
direction my project would be heading towards. In the beginning of the BEP all directions were
still open, resulting in a broad window of opportunities. With the help of my supervisors we
narrowed this window down to the current established thesis.

Third, statistics. During my bachelor I studied some statistics, however, these statistics were
mostly combined within other topics in physics. Therefore, applying statistics on a different topic
resulted in a new challenge. With the help of a multiple online video lectures I was able to catch
up with the required level of statistics. Still, I am not satisfied with my current level of statistics,
therefore, performing an extra study in statistics would be an effective lesson.

Lastly, the level of English. My experience with the English language is rather minimum,
causing multiple challenges during the project. For instance, my low English level resulted
in difficulties while providing a correct and clear explanation (as also discussed above in the
challenge of ‘workflow’). Subsequently, my speed of writing was effected by my level of English,
therefore, writing my thesis lasted longer than planned. Writing a thesis was a good challenge
to test my English level, however, to actually improve my English level I need to gain more
experience with the English language.

In total I encountered many challenges. Some of them I solved myself, while other challenges were
solved with the support of my supervisors. I am very satisfied with my decision of performing
my BEP at the Crowdflow Research Group, also, I am looking forward to further cooperation
with the Crowdflow Research Group.
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